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Formal Opening of Rotary Club
Harrisonburg r ^
Boston Women's Symphony
Senior Dining Hall Entertains At Dinner Will Have New
To Be Heard Here Wednesday
Public Library

Wednesday evening, of this past
The students of the College who are
week was one of tradition establish- daughters or sisters of Rotarians,
ment and interest to the college and were tendered a most delightful evenUNUSUAL AND DELIGHTFUL
ROCKINGHAM ASSOCIATION
especially
to the class of 1929. The ing, last Tuesday, when they were enMUSICAL TREAT IN
TO BE OPENED
Senior dining room was formally op- tertained at dinner at the Kavanaugh
> NOVEMBER FIRST
STORE FOR H. T. C.
O
v.
ened to the class at this time. When Hotel by the Harrisonburg Rotary
•
the
student body returned to the Col- Club, of which Mr. Samuel P. Duke
A number of the citizens of HarThe Boston Women's Symphony
lege
this year, a new dining room was is the president. It is the annual cus- risonburg, through untiring effort
orchestra, under the direction of
found, something that had been a ■ torn of the Rotary Club to entertain j have made it possible for the people
Ethel Leginska, will appear here in
The chapel program for Monday, dream of Mr. Duke and Mrs. Varner j these girls at some time during the] of Harrisonburg to have and enjoy
concert as a starring number of the October 22, was one which interested f m^y
or
vearB> This new dining room
year and is an affair that the "sister a new public Library. The Rockinglyceuni course at Walter Reed Hall,
as well as gave advice to the student ji8 the dining hall of the Senior class Rotarians" always look forward to ham Library Association Inc. will be
on October the thirty-first.
body.
Miss Anthony described the and to be formally called the Senior with much pleasure.
j officially opened November the first.
At the beginning of her sensational pitiful condition existing in the ma- dining room.
During the evening a most enjoy- It is to be located on the second floor
career in this country Ethel Leginska jority of our rural schools. Some of
The formal opening was an affair able dinner was served.
Fun and of the Professional Building. Many
was called "The Paderewski of the these schools are lead by Harrisonof
pride
and
credit
to
the
College
and
merriment
reigned
throughout
the din-1 members of our faculty have been
Woman Pianists," "The Phenomenal burg girls. Miss Anthony gave one t ., „ o„_,-„_ _i
»
.. ,. ner. Several familiar songs were sung \ elected to offices and various com,
.
,,
,.,.
„,
«>
the
Senior
class.
The
room
itself
Pianist."
"The Pianistic Marvel." examples of these conditions.
She „ „
. ... ,..n.i,i„.i „,.
. .,
, :
,.,,,
. , was most authoritatively decorated for by the club at various intervals, these , mittees. Miss Harnsberger was
However, it is as an orchestra con- stated
that not only did the exterior1.,
,.
_, ■.
.
, ,
'
"7T" ■' ! the opening dinner. The class colors, being led by Mr. William H. Keister. i elected Secretary. The officers of the
ductor that Leginska is achieving of, one school
seem deserted, but the „ ,. .....
. . . , Frank Switzer acted as master of association are:
. . .
......
« -.
, purple and white, were carried out and
her greatest success.
interior of it did as well. The only ,.. c
.
.
... „
„,.„.,,,
the senior banner waved over it all. ceremonies and kept the Rotarians! Walter Williams
President
Leginska, upon going to Boston, sign of life in the classroom was one A deli htful dinner was nned> Dr
and the ladies in a state of laughter Paul H. Bowman ... . Vice-President
became interested in organizing and geranium plan in an unpa.nted can, ^^ honorary member rf ^
'throughout the entire program.
Virginia Harnsberger
Secretary
conducting male symphonic orches- and three poorly colored maps. This
Senior class, acted as master of cerA most interesting program had c. Grattdn
Treasurer
tras. With the general trend of things was the environment for thirty-five
emonies and carried out the program I been planned. One of the most amusother members of the faculty have
upward and onward, Leginska, with children five days .a .week.
in a most pleasing manner. Mr. Duke ling times of the whole evening came done a great deal towards the new
the influence of several leading woTeachers always - sympathize with and Mrs. Varner gave short talks in when the chairman of the program iibrary. Mr_ Logailj fc^ ^ Qn
men's organizations, began the con- Topsy because she- "just growed up"
which they expressed pleasure and committee announced that he had re- the Board of Trustees, is a member
ducting of orchestras, formed of the with no chance for betterment. I happiness in seeing the Seniors enceived telegrams for Mrs. W. B. Var- of the Executive Committee, serves on
various women musicians of Boston Shouldn't, Miss Anthony asks, the . j their new privilege. Anne Bullock,
oy
ner, Anna Charles, Emily Duke, Nan- j the Book Committee and was a signer
and its environs. The result of this teacher of today think of the place in I class president, gave-a toast to the
cy Sublett and Kathryn Pace. The con-10f the Association Charter. Dr Concombined effort brought about the which our Topsys have to grow up, I Seniors and to their happiness. Mary
tents of these messages consisted of | verse, Mr. Dingledine, Mrs Garber
present formation of the Boston Wo- and try to make them, more livable? j
Brown Allgood, Junior class presi- "things quite well known" an,d afforded Dr. Gifford,
Dr. Mabee Mr Mcll'
men's Symphony Orchestra, with Le- Shouldn't .they try to make an envir-.
dent> jn a few WOrds expressed the much amusement. Each guest intro- {^ Miss Seegei< ^ Spi,lman
ginska as head.
onment in which the growing child j ^^ wi8hes of her class to the Seniors duced herself and gave her father's Dr. Wayland, Miss Wilson and Miss
In its first season, the crown of suc- will find bits of glorious beauty. This j and thanked the Senior class for al- or brother's club name, after which, Wittlfnger were also signers of the
cess was awarded the new musical is of more importance to a child's life j lowing the Juniors to share their new she registered in the guest book.
j Associations Charter. Miss Bessie
organization upon its glowing and than the teaching of grammar.
| djn;ng hall. The Juniors are to occupy
The Reverend Mr, J. W. Wright | Paul is to ^ Librarian,
brilliant performances. A second
An ideal school room should be kept half of the dining hall. Mrs. Varner welcomed the guests on behalf of the
At present there are fifty-two life
season quickly followed including con- in perfect order. The pupils can ac- gave a toast to the Seniors and to Rotary Club and Mrs. Varner, when
members
and eighty one annual memcerts in more distant points, a sub- complish this by taking turns. Simple their pleasure in their new room.
she introduced herself, thanked the
bers,
life
membership being one hunscription series in Boston, engage- curtains, folders containing various
The dinner was followed by a pro- (Continued to Page 6, Column 2.) dred dollars and Annual membership
ments at important musical festivals materials, painted flower pots with
gram given by the three curricula, III,
being ten dollars a year.
and the orchestra may now be said blooming flowers in them, shelves atA 4H CLUB MEMBERS
1 IV, and V and the Junior class.
to be launched and it can be com- tractively arranged, and interesting
song act, Romeo and Juliet was enHAVE CHAPEL
pared favorably with any symphonic pictures all would tend to make thei^ by Lucy Gmi
INTERESTING JOURNAL-,
as Romeo and
body in the country.
child's life happier and better through Mary, Boone Murphey, as Juliet, acPROGRAM ISTIC FACTS BROUGHT
Flattering press notices, critic re- pleasant surroundings. Will the fucompanied by a chorus. This was preT0 LIGH
views that praise deeply, and enthus- ture teachers graduated from HarChapel exercises, Friday, October
? BY SURVEY
sented by girls taking curricula III.
iastic comment come from every risonburg have this ideal?
The hjgh gchoo, group gflVe & gong 19 consisted of several songs delightWQ HUNDRED
SCH0OLS
where.
W. J. Henderson, acknowIn conclusion, Miss Anthony, toldj^ dance ^ ^ wRS ^ cm&Q of fully sung by Harriet Pearson and a
FURNrSR ^
ledged authority, says in the New the faculty and students a httle. motto. much laughter The Juniors were re_ program given by the 4H Club.
FOR STATUS
York Sun:
of two lines which she always kept in | ^^ by „g.g„ ^.^ Eyelyn
The first number on the 4H Club
"It was passionate conducting, pice 3
thought
, ^! Bowers and Esther Smith, who gave program was a talk by Gladys HawA survev to
torial in its extreme agitation, sen- home with thee, And make a place in
This organization is an agridetermine the status
a most delightful pirate dance. The kins.
oI
hl h schoo
suous in interpretation. She conduct- your heart for her."
*
> Journalism in the
home economics group gave a panto- cultural and home economics club \ United
States
ed the opera (Engrue Onegiu) well
:
- conducted by Edwin
mine which was most clever. Song and whose purpose is to train country boys Cates under the
and unobtrusively, thus placing the Y. W. EVENING SERVICE dance were combined with the panto- and girls to be better prepared to
direction of Quill and
Scro11 soc,etv has ield
statue on the stage and the pedestal
follow
the
various
vocations
of
life.
'
y ed information
VERY IMPRESSIVE mine.
in the orchestra.
The 4H Club began in 1914, and 0t. great value to those engaged in
The evening was one of great pleas.1
In the New York Tribune, there is
stands for four square training. The thls fie!dure
to
the
administration
and
Seniors
Det
THEME
OF
FRIENDSHIP
the following excerpt:
4H's are Head, Hands, Heart and
*iled reports of the nature and
.especially.
With
the
Seniors
of
this
scope
of
BRINGS
MESSAGE
TO
"In the Tschaikowsky opera, Miss
Health. Some of its purposes are to
Journalism and its teaching
year,
there
begins
something
expected
roblem
STUDENT
BODY
Leginska did very commendable work
train leaders, to learn to work and P
s in their high schools were
to be most pleasant to all Seniors and
with her orchestra, providing a well
play together, to cooperate and ach- made °y approximately 200 superThe Thursday evening Y. W. Ser- (Continued to Page 6, Column S.) ieve;; to serve and demonstrate, and j vis0rs and teachers of journalism in
phrased, unobtrusive accompaniment,
taking its right proportion with the vice was unusually impressive, being
to have high ideals.
There are \ representative high schools ranging
held on the steps in front of Harrison
vocal parts.
600,000
club
members
in
the
United from Maine to California, from
THE UPPER CLASSMEN
The career of Ethel Leginska' has Hall immediately after dinner.
States, 18,000 of them being in Vir- Washington to Florida.
"In the Garden," "Day is Dying in
The careful consideration given
been sensational. At the age of sixRECEIVE PRIVILEGES! ginia.
teen she was on the concert stage with the West" and several other hymns
each of the many questions' included
Why should one join the 4H Club?
in the study points unmistakably to
Melba. So widely and thoroughly did were sung while waiting for the stu- MRS. VARNER AND MR.. DUKE j
The reasons are good ones. As a
dent:,
to
assemble.
the great interest which journalism
her fame spread that a year later she
PRESENT PRIVILEGES
member of the 4H Club, one has a
Friendship was the theme of the
played before the king and queen of
teachers have, in standardizing • the
TO EACH CLASS
chance to develop leadership ability,
instruction in this field, and in bringEngland. Shortly after, Leginska re- program. Louise Mills read a short
learns to appreciate country life and ing to it settled purposes.
ceived a call to make her debut in New poem on friendship after which everyAfter weary weeks of watchful; nature, and is lead to a great goal of
York.
Although barely out of her one joined in singing "Somebody did
Space will not permit a complete
I
waiting
the three upper classes, Sen-j happier life based on service.
**
teens, she was invited to play with a Golden Deed."
account of the results obtained in the
Gertrude Drinker, then gave some
The scripture was read by Virginia ior, Junior and Sophomore received
.survey. In lieu of this the typical
Walter Damrosh and his great ortheir
class
privileges.
incentives
for better work. These are
poem,
teacher »--tne-typical Sshool, superchestra. In Boston her enviable-fare* Nuckles who also read a
The Senior class, being the most im- in the form of short trips and various
(Continued to Page 6, Column 2.) "What's the Answer" and led in pray-'
vising a typical publication, will be
portant of the three, was the first -to camps, local and district. Jamestown
described in this article. The word
^Ihe closing hymn was "Help Some receive the Privileges and about «] was the first district to have a camp. typical is here to be interpreted as
wee < later the ,umors wer€
'..odv Todav "
'
■
equally Over 260 club members went there meaning average or median.
- '.
■■■
■ —
honored. The Sophomores, though. last year. Short courses are given by
The General Situation
coming last, hailed with delight the the club at the University of Virginia.
Forty-nine
per cent of the sciivjls
PUBLICATION
EDITORS
new freedom which came with the Also, Virginia has twelve delegates
After devotional exercises at chapel
studied
have
weekly publications,
to represent her at the national camp.
on Wednesday, October 17, Mrs. Cour- RECEIVE SCHOLARSHIP privileges.
forty-six
per
cent
have bi-weekly
Eva Kinsey read the honor roll of
Both Mrs. Varner and Mr. Duke
r.yn sang two beautiful selections. The
papers.
Sixty-eight
per cent offer
Tho, Editor of the Breeze and of the were present when the privileges were the H. T. C. branch of the organizafirst was ''I Know a Lovely Garden."
courses
in
journalism,
journalistic
This year being the Schubert Centen- Srkoolma'am have been granted a granted to the classes; and with a few tion, after which Anna Keiser told writing, or news writing. No school
nial, Mrs. Cournyn gave as her second scholarr-hip by the faculty and stu-1 words of friendly advice which really what representing her district at studied lists more than three courses
camps meant to her.
number Schubert's "Serenade." This donts. This amounts to one hundred j meant, "a word to the wise is suffi- various
As- a conclusion all of the 4H Club in journalism and a majority, seventyL Schubert's best known ^composit^yn, c'.oilars a year, and is the equivalent; cient," they made known the interest
six percent, offer just one course.
Such a I and pleasure shown by the whole fac- members- wflb were seated upon the
and v- jved by all audiences.
Stu- oi a ten-hour scholarship.
7
Sixteen per cent offer two courses.
stage,
a
rose
and
sang
their
-song,
S t a"d faculty enjoyed the pro- rteed has long been felt, because these ' alty in being able to grant theBe-privi(Continued to Page 5, Column I.)
"Dreaming."
i
•
XContitmed to Page 6, Column 3.) leges to the classes.
|
. immensely;

Miss Anthony
Brings Stirring
Message

MRS. COURNYN SINGS
ON CHAPEL PROGRAM
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IN SPORTS

Published weekly by the students of the State Teachers College,
Harrisonburg, Virginia.

(Anne Proctor—Editor)

Member of Columbia Scholastic Press Association.

CAMPUS J]

OXFORD IS FAMOUS
FOR ITS PHILOSOPHY
F. AYDELOTTE GIVES OPINION

(fhimmary of an article on "Philosophy at Oxford," by Pres. Frank
TOM SAYr.:
Aydelotte, of Swarthmore College,
Tish is brain food. Thhik of
Swarthmore, Pa., who is the Amerthe knowledge required to open
ican Secretary for the Rhodes
a case of sardines.
Scholarship.)
In many fields of academic study
there is some one institution which
Dr. Converse: "Define parallel
stands out above all the rest. It the
lines and a circle."
question were raised as to what is the
Mary Crane: "Parallel lines never
best place for philosophy, the answer,
cross each other and don't meet until
I think, would be, Oxford.
they run to-gether and make an abstruse angle. A circle is a straight' There are several reasons for this
line running around a hole, parallel | answeV. For one thing, philosophy
with the center and every point at; answer. For one thin* philosophy
some distance from some other point." j holds the central place in the course
which, by general consent, shows the
Mr. Dingledine: "Who let the ra- Oxford tradition at its best, the course
in Literae Humaniores or "greats."
dical Russian movement?"
This is really an intensive study of
Janet Ingle: "Pavlova"
Greek and Latin civilization. The stu-;
dent reads the "Republic" through in
Do you know that?
Seasickness is not prevalent among Greek, and tops it off with Aristatles'
"Ethics;" then with the intellectual
Arabs?
There are few flefirigerator fac-! muscle produced by this somewhat
tories north of the Artie Circle? heavy gymnastic, he goes on to a rapid
_. •
. , ,
, j.
. tour of moral philosophy and a strongThe demand for furnace tenders in _JJ
.^ ^ Thig u ^
Panama is decreasing?
! Und of work which in Oxford leads to
Very few members of the Faculty & «
^ ^^ &nd many
suffer from^ sickness durmg ^ EngUshmen h&ve {elt a mh reluct&nt
school year.
j^ gp(jnd gQ much time on th<J ancientS(

On November 3, exactly one week
from today, H. T. C. will have her
annual hockey game with WesthampTWO DOLLARS A YEAR
tdn here. Games with Westhampton I
TEN CENTS A COPY
have always been ones holding keen!
interest for everyone, and this year's
game
will be no less so. Harrisonburg
EDITORIAL BOARD
has
won
over Westhampton for the
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
KATHRYN T PACE ;29
Westhampton thinks that Harrisonpast two years, yet it seems that
Assistant Editor
- "** *
,
Assistant Editor
»/• "*"» * burg is an inferior team, therefore
Society Editor
Audrey Hyatt 9 such high excitement over the game
Athletic Editor
- ; Anne Proctor 30 to be played here one week from toIntercollegiate Editor
Katherme Preston 29 day.
Miss Marbut is working hard with
News Editor
.
■**» «* »
Campus Editor
;
Helene DuvaH 1 the .hockey squad, and making it work
Department Editor
■{* *gj » hard too. From all appearences H. T.
Column Editor
v
C.BB Sponseller 3
C. will make her usual splendid showExchange Editor
j frothy Frey 3 ing agafrst Westhampton.
Feature Editor
,
Frances Snyder 31
All the practice times are not taken
Organization Editor
«Wr"5R£ IS up by the varsity squad, however,
Literary Editor
i
!
«*« N- C- Harns 29 class teams have begun their practices
BOARD OF MANAGERS
also, Monday, Wednesday, and Friday
afternoons; and Tuesday, Thursday
BUSINESS MANAGER
MARY G. 1
Eve Bargelt and Saturday fifth periods are given
Assistant Business Manager
over to class practices, while Tuesday,
TYPISTS
Thursday, and Saturdays are for varMadeline Anderson '31 Pattie Fitzhugh '32 Charlotte Hagan '31
sity practices. A complete schedule
Lois Hines '31
Margaret Bottom '31 Betty Barnheart 32
is Ellis 31
is posted on the bulletin board.
Maude Forbes '29
L°
'
Tho hockey sport leaders for the
'and in answer to the increasing declasses are: ftsnior, Audrey Hyatt;
Dot Townsound: "It took me six
„ mand, Oxford has established a "modJunior, Mina Thomas; and Sopho,. ,
.
.,
months rn order to learn to ride a .em greats"„ which
attempts for the
more, Evelyn Wilson. The Freshmen
horse."
! modern period what the traditional
A MUSICAL TREAT
have not elected their leader.
Linda Malone: "And what did you:
course does for the ancient. This new
get for your pains?"
1
This Wednesday, October 31, the students and faculty of the College
course covers history, economics, and
The hiking groups have started to
Dot Townsound: "I got liniment."
politics besides philosophy, but it is
have a treat in, store for them. Indeed this is a treat as it is the first time work in earnest and a lot of fun.
~
i
j I philosophy still that carries the greatthat such a program has been presented in Harrisonburg.
The Boston j gigfag jtself ir. not all that they do,
The more I read.'
,
,
.
•Women's Symphony Orchestra, conducted by Ethel Leginska will give a ^ but they are learning the art of camp- .K. N. C. Harris:
j est practice; and at any rate, since
the less I know."
„,vhc:r subjects are. all philosophically
program in Walter Reed Hall at 8:30 P. M., October 31. This orchestra is mg| 0f bed-making, of fire building,
Miss Ward: "You must read a lot.
the greatest of its kind and has become quite famous. Miss Leginska is the They are aiso studying the stars,
. udierl. it is the men who are most at.
home in reflective analysis that finally
world's greatest woman conductor, as well as a renowned yianist. The birds, flowers, trees, and so forth.
Really now
Boston Women's Symphony has been received by packed audiences everylead the lists.
Six hikes were scheduled for thi3
Girls Apart from the central place of
where and has received extremely flattering press comments after almost week as follows:
Isn't it
philosophy in the tradition of Oxford,
every performance. Their appearance here is quite a pleasure to lovers of 1. Wednesday, 4:30, Cooking
Awful
there are thres other factors that
real music and a large ticket sale is expected. Many college students have
Mary Watt
To be
make it philosophically pre-eminent.
already made arrangements for their tickets, as have numerous people from 2. Thursday, 4:30, Fires,
Watching
Ctefl is the method of teaching. You
. Harriet Dickson
the city of Harrisonburg. It is hoped that everyone will take advantage of
The moon
are
given a tutor or supervisor for
this delightful musical treat and be present at the concert, in Reed Hall, 3. Thursday, 7:00 p. m. Stars
With him
whom
you write frequent papers..and
Jimmy
Knight
Wednesday evening.
And have
you must discuss and defend these
4. Friday, 4:30, Bed Making
Him say
Othelda Mitchell
(Continued to Page 3, Column 5.)
WHEN GRACE IS SAID
"How Beautiful!"
5. Saturday,^:00, Mileage
And then
Charlotte Byers |
FRANCES SALE CLUB
Three of the most sacred parts of a day are the moments before each
Find that
meal, when the grace is said or sung. A spirit of thankfulness, of gratitude, 6. Sunday, 6:00 a. m. Birds
He's really
BEGINS INTENSIVE
Jimmy Knight
of reverence, of prayer is meant to exist. And when one stops to think,
Looking at
Plans for future hikes and over
WORK
shouldn't one appreciate and acknowledge every one of these attitudes when
"The Moon."
night campings are being made by the
we have the blessing?
hiking leaders, with Miss Rath's aid.
The i-~v.'r.r meeting of the Frances
. There's always the girl who has an important class, a test to study for, a
Mary Watt: "What is the League
All girls who have been on any of the
Ve
Cbb wa~. held Tuesday night. Bespeech for a meeting, or something that has to be attended to, and naturally,
of Nations?"
trips so far have apparently enjoyed
cause
of too many points, Mary Watt,
that particular girl is anxious to do everything quicky.
Evelyn Wilson: "That is something
them very much, and all are looking
the
vice-president
and Mary Brown
But to that particular girl—do you realize how much a part of your life
that I studied last year."
forward to any such future excursAlgood
were
forced
to resign their ofprayer is, that your life and your ability to walk, run, hurry depends so
ions. Miss Rath has made the schefices.
Vivian
McDonald
was made the
deeply upon the person to whom you pray. And it is that Spirit who .gives
Liba Miller: "Let's skip this period."'
dule of things to do so interesting and
new
vice-president
and
Elizabeth
Dixyou rest so that you may not be too tirgCto hurry. Don't forget that.
Anne Proctor: "Can't, I need the
attractive, that all girls who want to
on
the
new
secretary.
Margaret
KelLet's try to be a little more reverent, a little more thankful for the op!jo every time cannot be accommodat- sleep."
ley
was
elected
Chairman
of
the
proportunity of that sacred moment, a little less in a hurry when our grace is
ed.
gram
committee.
After
plans
were
dissaid.
Betty Efi!nger: Gas is a sort of vacussed
for
the
future,
the
meeting
was
por we can neither see nor feel it.
Swiming is by no means the least
adjourned.
Nancy Sublett: But, oh boy, how
THE PROCESS OF "GETTING'
of our sports. In fact judging from
•
>
the crowds in the pool during the dip- we can step on it.
ill CLUB MOVIE
"No, I didn't make much. Oh, I don't care, though. I'll get by on that hous, it is very popular. .
Catherine
Guthrie:
Eve
is
that
old
test—that's the important part!"
.
\
BENEFIT GIVEN
Class swimming will not be started
The important part? It is important, yes-, but the part that matters until after Christmas, when the hock- man wearing a black robe a chimney
I
not so much to people about you, or to the world at large, but to you and your ey season is over. The general coach- sweep?
"Pay As You Enter," a four reel
character. Character can't be built on "getting-by's" because of the simple ing of the various classes then will be
Eve Bargejt: No he is a Ku Klu>; movie, war. given by the 4-H Club
reason that you can't deceive yourself. Just "getting by" isn't going to get done |by Miss Rath.
Klan from Pittsburgh.
last Saturday night in Walter Reed
you anywhere else, for the term in itself means sliding around through a little
Hall. The entire picture was a comedy
The're are quite a number of Begininsignificant path, and passing by the broad highway which takes you to the ner:-' Clares now, however, which
It is fashionable now-days to wear starring Louise Fazenda, Clyde Cook
Land of Success and of Happiness—success and happiness attained by the are held by the girls of the Physicial your ancestral fur. Have you ever no- and Myrna Loy.
knowledge that your own character is being built. Therefore—instead of Ed. 331 class, as part of their work. ticed the number of coats on the camClarence (Clyde Cook), an abso"getting by," let's get somewhere 1
lutely dumb motorman on a street
Each class consists of 5 to 20 girls, pus trimmed in monkey fur?
and meets twice a week. The girls in
car was in love with Mary Smith
The many will follow the beaten track all of these classes are learning fast
Have
you
heard
about
that
bright
(Louise Fazenda), the little quren
THE THINGS THAT
With guideposts on the way,
to swim, and seem to be enjoying it Sophomore who had the toe ache last
0 keft tie hot*do? stand at the car
night at the wee small hours and get
HAVEN'T BEEN DONE Theiy live and have lived for ages back thoroughly.
Mary !l nit bv an automobile
With a chart for every day.
ting up in her dark room, grabbed ■».nd is given a thousand dollars by the
BEFORE Someone has told them it's safe to go
the listcrine bottle as she thought, for driver, for which she promises not to
BIRTHDAY PARTY
On the road he has traveled o'er,
instant relief, but she grabbed a bot- bring suit. The villain in the picture
The things that haven't been done be- And all that they ever strive to know
IN
DINING
HALL
tle of "muftie." The results—a hot is the conductor <*n the car. Myrone
fore,
Are the things that were known bei big toe.
Loy, who is the villain's girl tries to
Those are the things to try;
fore.
Dinner in the Blue Stone dining
r> C urea e and'.makes Mary mad.
rounded
b
tov
mi
Columbus dreamed ef an unknown
hall was a happy affair on Friday,
y
«. horns, chewing Mary and the conductor attempt to
um
and
various
other
thin
3
that
shore
| A few strike out, without map or October 19th for those girls who were * *
elope, but Clarence stops them just in
At the rim of the far-flung sky.
chart,
lucky enough to be sitting at the added a holiday appearance to the time. He saves his girl and her money,
And his heart was bold and his faith Where never a man has been,
training tables.
| occasion.
though it is no fault of his, for
was strong
From the beaten paths they apart
One of these tables in particular' Girls crowded curiously around the through out the picture he act?, as if
To see what no man has seen.
As he ventured in dangers new,
seemed to be the center of attraction, table, chattering and making wild he had the brain of a gnat. There
And he paid no heed to the jeering There are deeds they hunger alone to 'luge balloons were floating from the guesses as to what it was all about,
were plenty of laughts and a great
throng
do;
.ackr. of two of the chairs. A small | Suddenly, cheers arose from the- deal of anxiety for the passengers on
-* Or the fears of the doubting crew.
I (Continued to Page 8, Column 1.) cake, bearing five candles, was sur- (Contin%ud~to~ Page S~Colmmn~i.)
the car that Clarence was running.
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GUESTS ON CAMPUS

WEEK-END TRIPS

CHILD MEET ARRANGED
BY DEPARTMENT
The first Southern child conference
in the development of which Tulane
University has played an important
part will be held in New Orleans
October 25, 26 and 27, according to
announcement by Dr. Garret P. Wyckoff, head of the School of Social
Work. This" conference, for which
tickets are now being issued, has been
in preparation for the" past few
months and will draw psychologists
and other experts in child development from all parts of the country.
Although Tulane University has
taken the initiative in planning
this move, the work has been carried
on through the cooperation of the
Parent-Teachers Association of New
Orleans, the New Orleans School of
Progressive Education, Dr. David Levy, chief of staff of the Institute for
Child Guidance in, New York City and
other organizations and scientific
workers interested in child study. The
conference will be held as a joint effort of this group and it is hoped to
conduct it annually hereafter.
All discussion at the 1928 session of
the conference will be centered about
the early personal development of the
child, and other problems will be subordinated to remarks on this subject.

—

— - «*■

AUNT ABIGAILS
HAPPY WISDOM
Dear Aunt Abby;
Oh lady, lady, my heart is broken
and my good work that I wanted to
make for Mother, and Daddy, because
the morning when I went to my mail
box, I took out a letter gleefully and
when I opened it up I found a little
slip which read, "Miss So and So,
your work is not up to a certain mark,
and a word to the wise is sufficient.
We think you should pick up, and
make the grade."
Oh Auntie, I'm
distressed I'm so taken back, I was a
big fish in my little high school sea,
and was the head man, in grade and
activities, but up here I'm a little fish
in a big college sea and I'm just
swamped. What must I do Auntie,
please, oh, please tell me!
Yours,
Just naturally swamped,
A Weeping willow Freshman

Y. W. C. A. ENJOYS
CAMPING PARTY
The Y. W. Cabinet members threw
aside all books, cares, and worries and
joined hands around a friendly fire
place at Rawley Springs last weekend.
They were accompanied by
Miss Wilson and Miss Kirkpatrick,
who added much to the success of the
camp.
One of the most interesting features was the outdoor cooking in real
primitive style. This was a task to
which everyone seemed anxious to
lend a helping hand. And every one
was afforded a chance to do his share
of gathering dry woods and being
"chief fire tender."

Dick Cawthorne was entertained by
Mary Hyde spent the week-end at
Axie Brockett.
her home in Winchester.
Dick Hamilton of Roanoke came to
Jeannette Duling visited her aunt,
see Lena Bones.
Mrs. M. J. Barrett in Luray.
After supper, the" bright glow of
Roy Bowles of Roanoke was the
Eileen Edward went to her home in
the
fireplace drew the whole party to
guest of Mary Mullins.
Charlottesvjlle.
its circle. Here, everyone participatBill Stone was Patricia Guntner's
Groveeit-Pittman spent the weeked in the songs, story telling and
guest.
end at her home in Luray.
toasting of marshmallows.
E. R .Payne and G. W. Payne visitCharlotte Hagan went to her home
"Blue Hole", "Prospect View" and
ed Myrtle Payne.
in, Clarendon, Virginia.
"Lover's Leap" were visited by the
Charles Rand from V. P. I. was enMargaret Ruth Roberts visited her
different hiking groups.
The long
tertained by Lillian Deery.
uncle, Capt. Littleton Roberta, in Lexclimb
to
"Prospect
View"
was
richly
Dear Weepy:
Earl Bateman was the guest of ington.
awarded,
from
the
top,
Massanutten
Tut! Tut! little girl. Auntie was a
Estelle LaPrade.
Lula Miller went home to Mt. SolFreshman with a "flunk slip" back in Peak, Giant's Grave, Mole Hill and
H. J. Tardy visited Virginia Nuck- on.
the gay nineties, and she knows how our beloved Harrisonburg could be
Ols.
:.
Martha Wilson went to her home in
you feel. Well, it's like this dear, you seen in the distance.
Everything has its mystery and the
Phyllis Palmer was visited by Fred Monterey.
know, when a Freshman enters colK. N. C. Harris was the guest of
Y.
W. camp was not slighted. The
Bonivita and Bill Adams of Univerlege, just fresh, from ye good ole high
Mrs. Stanley Hoover in Timberville.
deep,
dark and as yet, unsolved myssity of Virginia.
school, and pert enough to say "step
tery
was Rose Hogge's "Epistle."
Elgie Gochenour spent the week-end
Christine Garrette
Entertained
right up and call me speedy," Well,
at
her
home
in
Elkton.
Anyone
solving this hystery may apSUNDAY Y. W.
Orville Chew.
she "needs to act meek and put a motto
Edith
Simpson
went
home
to
Clarply
to
Mary
Boone Murphy for reHenry Belt was the guest of Pranup before her "Hitch your wagon to a
SERVICE
(MPRESSIVE
endon.
ward.
ces Steger.
star." High grades, are always on the
Twas a tired but happy bunch that
May Coffman visited in Edinburg.
high points. Now dear little Weepy
Billy Ballard from W. & L. came to
A
real
spirit
of
fellowship
was
joined
in singing old melodies on the
Virginia Coffman spent the weeksee Dot Townsend.
willow, just hitch your wonderful one
shown
in
the
Sunday
Y.
W.
C.
A.
ser"Harrisonburg
bound" truck.
horse shay to a star and gallop
Charles Davis from W. & L. was the end at her home in Edinburg.
vice
which
was
held
in
the
music
Sara Frances Ralston went to her
through with good grades.
guest of Lucy Marston.
room.
Annabel Mendel sang a solo
home in Staunton.
Your High Minded
Genevieve Clevenger entertained
A MOTHER
It Wa3 for Me" which was impresMildred
Heath
was
the
guest
of
Auntie
John Hardesty from V. P. I. '
sive in its wording and interpretation.
Jane Lightner's guest was Charles Gladys Kaylor in Grottoes, Virginia. The entire service was lovely in its
By Philip H. De Roulet
James from Shenandoah College.
Vivian' Engleman visited her home deeply sacred atmosphere. The sing- Dear Auntie,
She is old, she is gray, she is crushed
Lois burton's guest was Frank Jo- in Fishersville.
down with toil
Really, I'm so frightened I guess
ing of the several hymns, the reading
,«. I-'*l
n^j
new
Jr. fromtl
Hampden-Sydney.
As a flower that's beaten with rain.
Bessie Jarrett went to her home ;n of the scripture, the prayers, and the you noticed how my writing'is, all
Herman Williams visited Virginia Hot Springs.
program made an effective impression. shaky. Well, I can't help it, Auntie, She has lived all her years with their
Saunders.
sorrow and tears,
I'm so scared. You know ever since
Ruth Swartz and Florene Collins
And
full measure of sadness and
Abner Huntoberry came to see Hil- spent the week-end at their homes in
I have been, a little girl I've always
ATTRACTIVE
BIRTHDAY
pain.
da Levi.
been scared of the dark, and ghosts
Staunton.
Margaret Glass entertained as her
PARTY GIVEN ana worms and toads and mice and
Helen Albaugh went home to New
guest James Jennings. •
bugs and peeping Toms I've heard She has launched, she has captained,
Market.
her ships on the sea ,
Jimmie Tyler, from V. P. I. was the
Lucy Yowell went home to Rochelle.
"Libber" Miller and Elsie Quisen- about etc. So don't you know, AuntAs
a Mariner old at the game,
guest of Mildred Goodwin.
Sadie Finkelstein went to her home berry entertained a number of their ie, the other night some girl jumped
She
has
given them sail in the teeth
Audrey Cline's guest was Harry in Winchester.
friends Sunday, October 21, in honor out at me from the dark porch of
of
the
gale,
Ashby with the terrible cannibal false
Sheets from V. P. I.
/
Mary Jarrelle spent the week-end of their birthdays.
And driven them onward to fame.
face.
Well,
really
I
mean
I
was
actClarke Batton of Shenandoah, was at her .home in Madison.
A huge cake, bearing candy candles,
ually, scared panicky, (Ddn't you love
entertained by Jean Bricker.
Velma Bowman was the guest of was one of the main attractions durthat word?) And I just\stuttered and She has seen them weigh anchor and
Paul Felts of Roanoke was the guest her sister, Katie Bowman, at Bridge- ing the party.
cruise from the port,
my teeth just chattered "Home Sweet
of Patricia Guntner and Virginia water College.
The guests were introduced to Home", till I received courage enough
As sea-gulls departing the nest,
Marshall.
Edith and Esther Glick went home "Libber's" pet, Trixie, who entertain- to push the cannibal out of the way With their sail-canvas white as they
Wyatt Bufnette from U. of Va. to Bridgewater.
. ,
ed them by a number of canine tricks. and said, "Look here, cannibal, let a
start on their flight,
came to see M. Elizabeth Cox.
Beatrice Beydler visited in MaurerTo
Victory, shame or to rest.
The guests were: Mary and Mildred girl run what can run." Now it's
Mildred Coffman's guest was Will- town.
Quisenberry, Catherine Guthrie, Eve like this, you know fright always
iam Holtzman from Edinburg.
Lillian Timberlake went to see her Bargelt, Clelia Heizer, Charlotte Hor- gives me fallen arches. Now, Auntie, And she stands on the pier gazing
Braxton Gallup from U. of Va. was sister, Sara Timberlake, in Staurts ton and Audrey Hyatt.
I've looked for the last two days for . out o'er the sea
Dorothy Frey's guest.
Draft .
A beacon-light held in her hand,
my arches to fall because I just know
To
keep
them afar from the treachMitchell Dick was entertained by
that they will. What must I do?
Mary^firiffis spent the week-end- at
MANY
TAKE
TRIPS
erous
bar
Lois Hines.
Please advise.
her homiHSi Natural Bridge.
And
guide
them with safety to land.
Wesley Greene from U._.of Va.
TO MONTEREY
All in a tumult,
Elizabeth Durrette went to her
came to see Garnet Hamrick.
home in Ruchersville.
A scared Rat.
On her face is a smile, a gentle, sweet
Gladys Shawen entertained as her
Doris Bane was the guest of her ^P group of faculty members took
smile
guest, Rev. W. C. Shawen.
sister in Lost City, West Virginia.
an all-day trip to Monterey on Sun- Dear Rat;
That scoffs at the tear in her eye,
My, My, so you are a little scardy
Giles Hudson visited Mary Sanford.
Regina Forrer spent the week-end day, October 14. Their journey was
As she sees her skiffs brave homeLillian Derry was visited by Henry at her home in Stuarts Draft.
very pleasant, having cloudy weather cat are you? Well, Well, I know you
ward borne on the wave
Converse.
Margaret Garber went home to only until they reached the first were frightened because, well at the
And
their mastheads caressing the
mountain range. Then suddenly the night hours, terrible noises do arise
Renard Borden, of Strasburg, Vir- Jtaunton.
sky.
ginia, was Elizabeth Martin's guest.
Marietta Kagey, Rebecca Jennings, temperature and atmosphere changed. from Ashby at times very grating and
r
They had to seek a place in the shade weird. And terrible faces appear
and
iutnel Milan visited in Dayton.
J erome Garner, of Boyce, visited
A FATHER
Stasha Hoff.
Louit* Coleman went to her home to eat lunch, being almost uncomfort- around there. But taking the situation
from
all
angles,
I
see
only
two
ably warm. On their way back, howLucy Keller was visited by Charles in Greenwood.
By Philip H. De Roulet
Barbee of Strasburg.
Sallie Crider visited Miss E. Cline, ever, they had to put on coats as soon solutions, First, you just watch for
Long
years
of toil have whitened his
Miss
Cannibal
some
night
and
jump
as they touched this side of the Al, Blizabeth Brinkley had as her guest in Keezletown.
hair
out
at
her
and
yell
"Boo."
It's
old
leghanies.
The
faculty
members
who
George Dalton.
Elizabeth Ritchie and Elinor Ritchie
And his gait is slowing with age.
Donald Whitbeck, of Fredericks- were the guests of Mrs. N. A. Dow in enjoyed the outing were Misses Wil- fashioned but it surely gets the desirLong
years of worry, of striving, and
ed
results.
Or
else
buy
a
box
of
penny
son,
Harnsberger,
Kirkpatrick,
Aiken,
Broadway.
burg, visited Agnes Weaver.
care
all
day
suckers
at
Mrs.
Lincoln's
and
Bill Lineweaver was the guest of
Dorothy Swank spent the week-end Palmer, Hopkins, Boje, and RobertAre writ on his life's page.
go dashing madly around the campus
Florence Mitchell.
son, Mrs. Milnes, Mrs. Goode, Dr.
at her home in Singers Glen.
with
a
sucker
in
your
mouth.
Sugar
Jimmie' Rogers came to see Florence
Lula Corbin went home to Weyers Weems, and Mrs. Robertson.
gives you couAre.
And dreams now and then of the days
Johnson.
Cave.
Students and faculty members
gone by
Courageously
yours,
Virginia Saunders entertained HerGladde Hook and Edith Chew went again took a trip to Monterey, SunFond
memories sweet but dim
Auntie.
man Williams.
to their homes in Staunton.
Pass
through
his mind as frail clouds
day, October 21. The gorgeous fall
Margaret Shackleford was visited
Eugenia Huff was thft guest of Mrs.
of
the
sky
by Gene Noland.
colors of the National Forest are a (Continued from Page 2, Column i.)
Miller in Staunton.
Move on to the world's wide rim.
Anne Bullock's guest was Jimmie
temptation to anyone. Those enjoy- girls at the other training tables as
Margaret
CJemmef
went
to
her
Greene.
ing the visit were Mrs. Cournyn, Olive "Libber" Miller and Elsie Quisenber- When he was a child as his children
Lee Smith, from V. P. I. was enter- home in Waynesboro.
are now,
tained by Margaret Simmons.
Hellyn Keeier and Margaret Beck Cournyn, Catherine Guthrie, Ruth ry appeared in the dining room. The
Taking
life as a song and a game.
mystery
had
been
solved.
It.
was
Archibald
and
Nellie
Cowan
in
one
Milton Grigg from University of visited their homes in Winchester.
No
creaser.
were there in his now-furVirginia, was Vestal Thomas' guest.
Annabelle Be,azely was the guest of group, and Mrs. Johnston, Miss Spe- their birthday. Everyone thei/joined
rowed brow
J. H. Lillard, from V. P. I. visited Mr. and Mrs. I. W. Whitmore in Burk- ger, Miss Lanier, Miss Goodlet, and hi ttie celebration by singmg '^lappy
No weakness and stoop to his frame.
Dicie E. Fishback.
towta.
Birthday to Libber and Quizzey."
Miss Anthony in. another.
(Continued to Page 6, Column- 3.)
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AMONG THE
COLLEGE MEANTS
AND COMMENT
(Katherine Preston—Editor)
We are'surprised to hear that Yale
has resolved to do away with her Honor System, since it has proved to be
very unsatisfactory.
Someone in commenting upon this
action, declared that this was a step
back in education. We don't think
so. Why hang on to a pretense that
a thing is working. Yale is stepping
forward, facing the facts, and showing her students that the fault lies in
themselves. We wonder if this isn't
better than having a half way system.
Westhampton is scheduled to match
us in hockey here November 3 so we
read. They expect to give us a thorough defeat. Is there any need to
comment further on this?
Holy Cross College at Worchester
require all who enter the institution
to pledge that they will enter into extra-curricular activities, The conditions of that school are not familiar
to us, but we don't see that students
generally are unwilling to do their
bit. Rather they lack the opportunity
of doing it.
The faculty of Richmond College
has decided to allow optional class attendance for seniors and juniors, provided of course.
What we don't see is, why we don't
hear of a protest from these classes
against such a decision. Why don't
they claim their right to the same
amount of time for letter writing, and
for that other well known classroom
recreation, as the other classes enjoy?
V. P. I. is to erect a fifteen foot
scoreboard on her foot ball field. This
will be a great help to the ladies present at the games, we are sure. All
who understand a foot ball game
stand on their heads.
A N. C. State College student was
shot in the face by a watchman when
attempting to raid the college orchard, not long ago.
Rather drastic means of protesting
meal apples, we say. If a raid on the
orchard were considered a felonious
act on this campus, there wouldn't
be many non-felons.
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Tick-tock-tick!

COLLEGE OFFERS NEW
COURSE IN LANDSCAPE
GARDENING

A POET'S THOUGHTS
(Frances Snyder—Editor)

.North Carolina State College is this
year offering a four-year professional
course in landscape architecture, or
gardening. This new course has been
incorporated into the department of
horticulture and scho6>-of agriculture because of a growing demand
and need for young men trained in
the art of creating and preserving
beauty in the surroundings of human
habitations, in such a manner as to
combine the maximum of utility with
the maximum of enjoyment.
The course, as it is being taught at
State College, gives the student training in surveying and engineering;
drawing and landscape painting;
plant materials; architecture; principles of design and civic art, which
includes city planning and regional
designing.
For students who take this training
the following objectives are possibilities: (1) landscape horticulturist; (2)
extension specialist in landscape gardening; (3) landscape engineer or
contractor; (4) landscape architect
or designer.
In addition to the professional curriculum, several elective courses are
offered to the laymen in landscape
designing. These courses should lead
to a keener appreciation of the beauties of the landscape, and consequently a better acquaintance with
the methods employed in arranging
land for use and the accompanying
landscape for enjoyment. The student is taught not only to improve
his home grounds in a tasteful way,
but also trained to become a public
benefactor in the preservation of native landscape beauties.
Professor J. P. Pillsbury, who designed and established a similar
course at Pennsylvania State College,
is the designer of, the course offered
at this school. In the absence of
Professor Pillsbury, who is away for
the year doing graduate work at Harvard University, the course will be
conducted by Herbert L. Whitesell, a
State College graduate. Mr. Whitesell has completed three years .df
graduate work at Harvard, where he
earned the degree of Master in Landscape Architecture. He has worked
in a number of leading offices in the
East. —North Carolina State College

NIGHTS.
I send my kisses to you
By the moon
Do you feel them
Dear?
The stars bring my
Messages of love. .H
Do you hear them
Sweet?
Please listen for a minute.
Can't you feel a soft, light .
Kiss
Can't you hear a tender
"
Love you?"
From the little star
The one just above you?
Can't you feel—
Can't you hear?
Please!
Listen
I love you', love you, love you.
—B. S.
SONG OF AUTUMN
The forests have brown spots now
That ache and burn in the sun.
Autumn has scattered hot acid
Carelessly, heartlessly.
It has shriveled holes in the forests—
In the green of the forests—
All through the nights of September,
Secretly, silently.
—P. R.
ALONE
Alone?Twilight falls
On heated grasses,
Lifting freshened stalks
To the rising moon.
Alone?..--*-.
A whispering breeze—
Birds cheep in trees,
Mingling sleepy tones— Touched by yellow moon.
Alone ?A tiny stream,
Restless tven now
Glides ever onward
Murm'ring to the moon.
Alone ?Lovers true,
Speak in softened tones,
Hearing cheeping birds,
And praising the moon.
Alor.e?God's with allSmiling from the moon.
— j. E. P.

THE GLORIOUS
ADVENTURE

Causes distinguished the seniors And when he said to me,
from the common herd at William "How shall I live my life?"
I answered him: "Gallantly!
and Mary.
A novel idea, but we wonder why Wear life like a scarlet cape,
it should be necessary.
Wind-tossed and beautiful
Carry life like a silver trumpet;
Play on it boldly, gaily.
Along with the news that the University 01' Richmond has chosen its Quaff off life as of a golden wine,
subject for its annual debate with Heady, enchanting.
I.ynchbury, we hear that several of Greet life as a dear friend,
l.e U. Literary societies are planning \nd she shall walk with you,
to debata the came question at their And tell you all her secrets."

THE WAY OF FATE
Her face is white, her hands are cold,
Her heart is filled with fears
Gone is her care free way of old
Her path is not so clear.
I

njxt r.-.oetings.
/ goo.1 plan, in our opinion, and a
great hflp in stimulating interest
';-...■oiv; l.e student body in the debate.
«
Just a hint, but if our literary societies would follow suite what a
. rlvndid chance for them to get in a
'.itt'.c constructive-work by thus boosting the Debating Club.. „.

Vnd when he. said to me,
"How shall I die my death?"
answered him: "Gloriously.
Wear death like a purple cloak, °
.lold-fringed, majestic.
March to death to the roll of drums,
Throbbing and terrible.
Orink of death as of a scarlet wine,
Burning as blood,
jrcet death as a dear friend,
>nd he shall walk with you,
\.nd
tell you all his secrets."
This.struck us as rather o3d. In
looking through the various college
papers we noticed that the students OTHER ALL-STAR
in the men's colleges expressed their
4H CLUB MEMBERS
opinions -rather liberally concerning
college matters, through theiynewsThe following records were uninpaper open forums.
On the other
tentionally
left from the list of honor
hand, women's college have/practicalclub
members
when the 4-H Club pro■ ly nothing to say.
gram was given in chapel on* October
This is quite contrary to the gen- 19:
eral conception of woman nature
Mildred Kinsey represented Virisn't it?
ginia at the Eastern State3 ExposiWe would be much obliged if any- tion, Springfield, Massachusetts as
one could tell us why this is true. We champion cook in 1925 She selected
are quite baffled.
(Continued to Page k Column 5)
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She walks alone, her head is bent
Her face is strained and drawn
Her eyes reflect a thousand lights—
The lights of pleasures gone.
Her shoulder bend beneath her load
A load unseen, 'tis true!
A load of worries weigh her down
Her smiles are faint and few
But wait, a laugh is on her lips
The lips where smiles are new!
Slue stops! She speaks! She screams—
"Hurrah,!
My student teaching's through."
—D. P.
(^
PRAYER
Let mine be the tears, the wound,
Keep sorrow from her heart, her eyes,
Dear God, she was not meant for this
I only share; I want to take her grief!
SOUNDS OF NIGHT
Wc had a clock
On the stairs
It fell down
And broke—
" __
The hands stopped
They moved not—
Forward nor backward
They just stopped.
But the clock keeps on going—
I hear it at night,

lovely youth!
Woven in a strange intricate pattern!

My heart keeps on going,
I hear it at night—
Thump-thumpthump !
—F. D. S.

Wagpier
Tragedy with a brow purified by sorrow!
Siegfried and Tannhauser, sad-eyed
and moody;
Ever-straining for something infinite
N. C. P. A.
and eternal!
Strange twists of Fate wreaking havoc in tortured lives!
The National College Press Association, from the office of the convention chairman in, Layfayette, Indiana Grieg
Fantasy painted rn brilliant colors;
sends the following message.*:
Scarlet sun behind deep purple hills!
Dear Editor and Business Mgr.:
Something is going to happen at The grotesque dances of ghouls and
ghomes;
Purdue University, Friday and Saturday Nov. 16 and 17, and we want In mystic jewel-hung grottos of Norwegian mountains!
you to be on hand to represent your
school.
This something is the fourth an- Tschaikowsky
nual convention of the N. C. P. A. Martial inspiring music!
Your paper is one of the four hun- An oppressed people beaten to the
dust!
dred members through the U. S. and
Only
to rise again, a thousand fold,
should be represented. We want the
With
joy in their peasant hearts, to
editor and business mgr. of each paconquer!
per here, but if this is impossible, one
—Exchange
of you should be oin hand.
Maybe you don't know of this N.
C. P. A. Well, it's young but grow- (Continued from Page b, Column 2.)
ing fast. All college newspapers are and made a school girls unit of clothmembers. Its aim is to form a na- ing which was sent to the national
tional news bureau for your use, and exhibit in Chicago in 1926, and is
also to form an alliance of all college now State Secretary of 4-H Clubs in
papers for the purpose of unified act- Virginia—an All-Star member.
ion on important questions dealing
Lillian Timberlake won firsst award
with your paper and those of other in room improvement contest, was
universities.
sent to Camp Vail, Springfield, MassThe news bureau, as planned, will achusetts, in 1926 as one of Virginia's
furnish you daily, if wished, a few outstanding canning club girls and is
sheets of short items from other cam- a state All-Star member.
puses. This, you will admit, would
be something you could use.
As to important college newspaper
questions, there is one at hand at present. This one is the "Campus Pictorial", a rotogravure section.
VICTOR RECORDS
There is always the chance for each
of us to learn at these conventions
65c
how the other fellow is doing the
thing one can't seem to put over. In
short, many things of value for your
paper can be obtained at this convention.
Besides all of this, there is the
chance for a trip and a good time.
The enclosed program is tentative.
There will be speakers of national
fame, football game, dances, and
plenty to keep you moving.
OUR SHOES
Send to this office any suggestion
Keep your feet vigorous and
ready for any task
or questions you would like to have
Good
looking, too and retain
brought up at the convention. Short
I
their shape
compact papers will be prepared on
Hosiery
your question.
"As you like it"
The N. C. P. A. is moving along
fast—your college is as good as the
other fellow's—be here and show this.
We are counting on you.
Yours truly, **"
(Fine Shoe Repairing)
A. E. Hoehler
' TENTATIVE PROGRAM FOR
N. C. P. A. CONVENTION
Friday and Saturday Nov. 16 and 17
Thursday afternoon Nov. 16
3:00 Registration
WELCOME STUDENTS
5:00
Friday Nov. 16OF
8:30 Registration
9:30 Address of Welcome
10:15 General Meeting
11:45 Luncheon
1:00 Sectional Meeting
a. Editors
b. Business Managers
6:30 Banquet
9:00 Military Ball
Saturday Nov. 17
8:30 General Meeting
Fletchers Pharmacy
11:30 Group Picture
Try our Delicious Hot
12:00 Luncheon
Toasted Sandwiches
1:00 Tour of Campus
"Best in Town"
2:00 Football Game
Wabash vs.
The glad to see you ttore
Purdue

B. Ney & Sons

YAGER'S
Shoe Store

S.T.C.
RALPH'S

MUSIC
Beethoven
Never-ceasing struggle for ideals!
Beauty with an aching heart!
Utopia for a moment gained
And lost!
ilehubert
The wistfulness of lilac eventide;
All of youth's elusive and glorious
dreams;
Impetuous . . . passionate . . . and

: GEORGE'S :
Candy Kitchen
Hot Lunches
Hot Coffee
Hot buttered toasted
Sandwiches
No dish over 10c
Delicious Coffee
The best Home Made Candies
with the lowest price
College girls this is your first
stop and first up to date store
down town.

tf\
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EXTRA CURRICULA
COLLEGE ACTIVITIES

BOOKS REVIEWED
AND CRITICIZED

Every applicant for admission to
(K. N. C. Harris—Editor)
Holy Cross College must answer the
question: "Do you pledge yourself to
give your time and ability to the exMeanwhile, by H. G. Wells, New York
Received:
tra-curricular activities of the ColGeorge H. Doran Company, 1927
The Flat Hat > College of William and lege?" according to The Tomahawk,
Mr. Wells calls his novel "The
Mary, Williamsburg, Virginia.
weekly paper at the Worchester instiFreely expressed opinions, coming tution, and if the answer is in the Picture of a Lady." He first describes
from the students of any college, are negative, his application is questioned, this lady as "a small, fragile, darkmore beneficial than is realized. The and admission denied until a satis- haired woman." Mr. PlantagenetOpen Forum gives everyotae at "Will- j factory explanation is forthcoming. Buchan, who looks like a Velasquez
iam and Mary a chance to tell the "In short," continues the Tomahawk, portrait, greets her with, "Ah-ah!
world about it. It is so easy to grum-! "each and every student is expected My hostess!" She is indeed hostess
ble, fuss, praise or applaud when we1 to contribute something of his ability to a cosmopolitan group at her beautiful Italian villa.
feel that we have an admirably im- to some activity on the Hill."
pressed audience behind us.
The outstanding member of Mrs.
This plan as followed at Holy Cross
i
Ryland's
house-party is Mr. Sempack,
It may be noted also that the op- is one which every college student
I
the
Utopographer.
He is a writer of
portunities for self expression, offer- will find it worth his or her time to
books;
"Real
books,
not books you
ed by the addition of this new column consider. A college career consisting
read."
Lead
by
him,
there is much
in the Flat Hat, are taken advantage of study and nothing more, is a pretty
intellectual,
international
talk of
of by the students, in an enthusiastic dry sort of existence at best. If a
Utopias
that
have
been,
and
the
Utopmanner.
student attends an educational instiia
to
come:
"Meanwhile
."
That
tution for the sole purpose of going
The Richmond Collegian: University to lectures and studying texts, then last word often spoken by the serious
of Richmond, Richmond, Va.
he ir. failing to get the most out of members of the party, describes their
immediate concern.
Richmond College has acquired a i his four years' stay at said institution.
Another prominent house guest is
unique idea for collecting budget fees. I A man-or woman who has never
Lady
Catherine, whose divorce has
Button Up Week inaugurates a meth- known what it is to sing in the Glee
made
her
ten years younger. For a
od to distinguish those students who I Club, or play in the college band, or
while,
her
interest is in drawing out,
have paid their dues from those who i to debate, or to play baseball or some
and
subtlely
making love to Sempack.
other sport, or to be connected with
are late in making their payments.
Completing
the serious side of this
Each student at Richmond College', the publications, has missed a large
party
are
Colonel
Bullace, who wants
who has paid his budget fees will | portion of the components of that abto
organize
British
Fascists, his wife,
wear a button on his coat lapel which stract thing, known as "college life."
and
that
fine,
earnest
young couple,
will be provided by the Student Gov—Exchange
Lord
and
Lady
Tamar,
the former
ernment Association!
being connected with the League of
APPRECIATION OF
Nations.
The Tiger: Hampden-Sidney College,
THE ALMA MATER Of a lighter vein are Cynthia RyHampden-Sidney, Virginia.
I land's husband Philip, his rather
The curriculum of Hampden Sidgood-for-nothing brother Goeffrey,
We
are
beginning
to
think
that
ney College has been broadened by the
!and
a couple of "passionate tennis
after
all
there
may
be
something
to
addition of a number of new courses.
players."
Then there is Puppy Clarthe
fact
that
the
world
is
a
cruel,
hard
Public Speaking, Physical Education,
'ges
who
causes
the first rupture in
world,
when
already
some
of
last
and an advanced, course in Biology
the house-party. Puppy is mo3t too
year's
grads
have
come
back
and,
inare included in the new additions.
stead of a thankful expression that busy being "Modern" to have ideals,
Special interest is shown by the
years of intensive study and suffering or ideas, but she has a code; and
students of the college in the Educatests are over, they actually look re- flirtations with married men are
tion classes which feature wrestling,
However accidents may
miniscent and wish they were back to against it.
basket ball, military drills and calislanguish under the protective hand of happen to the best of codes. She
thenics.
Alma Mater. The really convincing clears out, leaving Philip to face his
The Guilfordian: Guilford College,
1
thing about it is the fact that the ones heart-broken, but wise little wife.
North Carolina.
Then the General Strike in England
that have expressed themselves in this
Guilford College was recently hon-1 respect are not those who were joyful 'arrives, completely breaking up the
ored by a visit from the secretary of I even when studying and playing Pol- party. Cynthia sends Philip to LonHerbert Hoover. Miss Ruth Fresler! lyana in spite of everything, but the don to help his country and prove his
came in search of records concerning; ones who could gripe and fume over manhood.
Meanwhile
,.
Mr. Hoover's ancestor, Andrew Hoo- minor things, as the rest of us often
It is well worth any one's time to
ver, and to delve into his past history. do.
read, and find out just what does hapWhen our time for learning is so pen "Meanwhile."
^IVIL SERVICE
limited and we think of again living
the number, of years we have already ! 'Continued from Pkg.e 2, Column 5)
POSTS OFFERED
lived, always combating obstacles and | productions in the privacy of his room.
BY EXAMINATION making a way against big calamities, Directly confronted with a practiced
it does seem that we could manage to mind, you soon find your hidden failThe United States Civil Service appreciate our college while we are in ings of manner -and matter coming
Commission announces the following it rather than waiting to reminisce painfully but most instructively to
open competitive examination:
when we actually understand and light.
Junior Astronomer
Again, at Oxford philosophy is disacknowledge its worth.
cussed.
The place in term-time seethes
Applications for juniof astronomer
It is true to a certain extent that
must be on, file with the Civil Service the mind forgets in time the bad and with talk, some bad, but much/ of it is
Commission at Washington, D. C, not retains the good, but last year's alum- good; and the power to thrust and
later than October 23.
nae can't have forgotten so soon and parry is highly praized. The average
The examination is to fill vacancies we do learn appreciation through ad- English student with less knowledge,
perhaps, than ourselves, strikes one as
—Westhamptoh Editor.
in the Naval Observatory and Nau- vice
having his wits incomparable better in
' tical Almanac Office, Navy Departjment, Washington, D. C.
{Continued from Page 1, Column 5) hand, and he maintains his views with
The entrance salary is $2,000 a All of these schools offering more than more readiness, adroitness, and re(year.
Higher-salaried positions are two courses have enrollments over source. And the meetings, formal and
informal, philosophical, political, and
(filled through promotion.
BOO.
literary, at which the intellectual
Competitors will be rated on higher
In forty-eight per cent of the
game
is played, are without number.
mathematics, elementary astronomy schools included in the survey jourFinally,
there are as many teach*nd related physics, and practical nalism is a year course, although
ers
of
philosophy
at Oxford as at
computations, including the use of nearly as many schools, forty-seven
three
or
four
of
our
large universities
logarithms.
per cent, list as a semester course.
put
together.
Each
of
the 21 colleges
Junior Patent Examiner
Credit is given for journalism in the has its own philosophy tutor, and beApplication for junior patent ex- case of every school reporting.
sides these there are the university
niner must be on file with the Civil
Tn seventy-nine per cent of the professors, the dons at the women's
ervice Commission at Washington, schools journalism is considered as a
colleges, the teachers at Manchester
). C, not later than October 9.
course in the English department.
The examination is to fill vacancies,' The journalism class meets daily and Mansfield, the unofficial private
coaches.
]in the Patent Office, Washington, D.I in eighty-eight per cent of the cases.
Perhaps a word about the conditAnd in the typical school the enroll- ions of this famous scholarship will
I
The entrance salary is $2,000 a ment is between fifteen and twenty[rear. Higher-salarkd positions are nine, although two schools report as -ot be amiss. To compete for it, a man
must have reached 19 and not passed
|lh»d through promotion.
few as five and one school reports as 25, end he must be at least a sophoThe duties are to perform elemen- many as 200 enrolled in journalism.
more in his collfge. He may compete
ary scientific or technical work in I That journalism has been added
either in the state in which he lives
the examination of applications for to the curriculum in recent years is
patents; to see what the alleged in-' shown by the answers to the ques- or the state in which he has received
his college training. Appointments are
jjentor thinks he has produced that is' tion, "When was journalism intromade on the basis of the man's record
:
JEW, and to see that the disclosure is duced into your high school?" Fiftyand of a fairly extended personal inbmplete; and to investigate the prior! seven per cent of the schools have
terview by a state committee. Appli►t as reprrsented by patents already added their journalism courses since
cations are due in October; the ap-'
Ranted in the United States and var- 1923. Of those answering Los Anpoftitments are announced in Decem-i
(Contained to Page 6,, Column t.)
{Continued to Page 8, Column i.) ber.
(Dorothy Frey—Editor)
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Novelty Footwear
Exquisite creations—models for every occasionmodels approvingly feminine, so chic and charming
and so delightfully smart. The styles include Satins,
Velvets, Patents, Kid, Reptillian and other novel
treatments in the popular Fall and Winter shades.

>.95
$5.95
$4.95

KEEP ON THE RIGHT SIDE OF THE STREET
Buy Your
-i—o-

SHOES AND HOSIERY

MERIT SHOE COMPANY, Inc.
40 N. Main Street
Free-Pencils-At-All-Times

Harrisonburg, Virginia

h^K>ks

Lilian Gochenour
'MILLINER
Exclusive Millinery
Blue Moon Hose

TRYQUPPARCELF05T5ERVICE

PHONE zri^tE^iammSt.
HARRISONBURG, VA.

Silk Underwear

YOUR NEW REXALL STORE
at 46 South Main Street Is Newly and Specially Built for
your CONVENIENCE
GREATER COMFORT
BETTER SERVICE
WE WANT YOU TO FEEL AT HOME HERE
COZY SODA BOOTHS
LUNCHEONETTE
TOASTED SANDWICHES

1

We have installed a new, modern Soda Fountain, scientifically cooled by the Frifidaire method. Imperial Ice Cream only, will be served. Milk from Brookdale Dairy,
acknowledged to have the lowest bacterial count will be used exclusively.
Our
syrups, fruits, etc., will be the best obtainable.

VIRGINIA DRUG STORE
\M

%*att ston

S.BLATT'S

WELCOME STUDENTS
We hope our
Soda Sandwich Shoppe

Will bring new faces and
convert our old timers into
Steady Repeaters
Latest Records and Booths

Harrisonburg, Va.
Phone 5 5

"Service with a Smile"

FETZERS'
Harrisonburg's One Price Cash Store
Newest and best things in
Pumps, One Strap's, Oxfords, Hosiery &c.
Van Raalte Gloves
$1.00 — 1.50
Point Heel Silk Stockings
$0.95 — 1.35 —'1.65
;

«

We have all kinds of toasted sandwiches
STOP AT

«

CANDYLAND

::

Where you get home made* candies & ice cream
We serve light lunches and the best coffee in town
A trial will convince you
72 Main Street

.

'

OCTOBER 27,1928

THE BREEZE
Page Six
Dr. W. A. R. Goodwin in the restoration program for Colonial WilliamsHAILED AS MASTER OF
bur. The degree was conferred forFINE AND USEFUL ARTS
mally by Mr. Bryan.
"Every student in the College of
The love of beauty that never
William and Mary adds his little bit
passes beyond outline and color was
to the tradition of our institution.
William and Mary has survived
too slight an object to occupy the
powers of the genius of Michelanthrough the years and it is the stugelo, painter, sculpor, poet and artdent's heritage to perpetuate this traist of
Sixteenth-century
Italy.
dition.
We may not all make Phi
Beta Kappa, nor may we all graduate
There is a closer relation than is
commonly thought between the fine
with honors, but we all can put our
arts and useful arts; and it is an
love and personality behind the traessential fact in the history of
dition of William and Mary," Mr.
Michelangelo that his love of beauty
Bryan declared.
is made solid and perfect by his deep
The convocation began at 11 a. m.,
understanding of the mechanical arts,
with an academic procession, which
Ralph Waldo Emerson points out in
formed at Brafferton building, prohis essay on the genius.
Architecceeding to Dr. Chandler's residence,
ture is the bond that unites the ele(Continued from Page 1, Column t.) where it was joined by the guests of
gant and economic arts, and his skill
Editors have to expend so much of honor. With the National colors and
in this is a pledge of his capacity in
their Jime in their work. Although the state flag of Virginia crossed over
both kinds.
His Titanic handwritthe quality of their work and their the doorway, Lady Astor, Dr. Chanding in marble and travertin is to be
interest cannot be improved on, this ler and the other guests walked
found in every part of Rome and
"will compensate them in some mea- through two lines of seniors into the
Florence; and even at Venice, on
sure, for their energy and efforts.
Phi Beta Kappa hall, while the ordefective evidence, he is said to have
chestra played a march. After the
given the plan of the. fridge of the rigid of ™*^™*r * (Contiwed from Page ,, Column 5.) invocation was pronounced by Dr. L.
Rialto.
Nor was his skill in orna- each applicant for M*"** ^ whftt doe3 it matter how weak or W. Irwin, the student body joined in
ment, or confined to the outline and this orchestra and while, naturally, " how gray
singing: •"Carry Me Back to Old
designs of towers and facades, but musicianship was the first require-1 He has grown in life's bitter con- Virginia."
The distinguished guest
a thorough acquaintance with all the ment, it was necessary to consider
quest?
was
visibly
moved
by the song consecrets of the art, with all the de- many other phases as well with the; To the world he may offer his children , ductive to the past. Following the
tails of economy and strength. Mich- result that the "esprit de corps" is
and say
| singing of Alma Mater and the beneelangelo constructed the fortifica- probably more marked in the Boston
"Take these, I have offered my' diction by Dr. Irwin, the academic
tions on the heights of San Miniato, Women's Symphony Orchestra than
best."
procession moved from the hall to the
which commands the city of Florence, any other orchestra in the land.
president's home where it disbanded.
to defend it against the attack of the There is no clock in the rehearsal;
Here lady Astor and her charmprince of Orange in 1529, and frus- room of the Boston Women's Sym-j DEGREE CONFERRED
ing daughter,"Miss Phyllis Astor, held
TTpnN T ATW ASTOR
trated, ah attack by artillery by phony Orchestra-time is not meas-j
an informal reception on the lawn.
means of huge mattresses of wool. ured as time,-results and achieve-1
Lady Astor chatted gaily with several
By treachery the city eventually was ment only count, for Leginska.and
hundred admiring students and her
musicians .nq
recognize that,, while | At the College of WfllUm and Mary
rantured
v«c her
irci HIUMV-H.HO
.
captured, but the iortincauons
fortifications the
clever repartee brought shouts of
was
conferred
upon
Virginia's
most
laughter.
pressive that the celebrated French producing fine results.'it is only by distinguished daughter, Lady Nancy
During the hour following, Lady
fortress builder, Vauban, later visited hard work, constant and continual
Astor
and her party were taken for
rehearsing—that
it
is
possible
to
arAstor.
them and took a plan of them.
The following description of the a tour through Williamsburg while
rive at the desired point of perfect—Detroit News.
impressive ceremony comes from the points of interest in connection with
ion.
college publication, The Flat Hat:
the Restoration were pointed out.
The event which marked Lady
HE IS HIS OWN
While the students were eating
(Continued from Page 5, Column 1.)
Astor's
only
formal
address
during
dinner,
Lady Astor appeared in the
GRANDFATHER! ji;ious foreign countries and by the deher visit to her home state and dining hall and after prolonged
acriptions in technical «ure
^^
^^
A man was visiting a lunatic asyCompetitors
will
be
rated
on
pny'
.
.
-f,
„ . cheering, waved a gracious goodbue.
r v
Lompetuors w»u oe ™™'^.|
.
convocation
.....,,•.„.■! inn ceremonies
rorpmnniPS in Phi
rill Beta
lum and while walking in the sics, technics, mechanical drawings, ^^ ^ ^ ^ ^^
grounds he met a patient to whom and the optional subject or subjects
he said: "Well how did you get here?" chosen. The optionals are mechan- the faculty and seniors, attired in
The man replied: "Well sir, you ical engineering, physical and organ- their caps and gowns, other members
see I married a widow with a grown- ic, chemistry, chemical engineering, oi the student body and visitors.
Gripping her audience with the ' Students representing more than
up daughter, and then my father civil engineering and electrical enginmagnetic personality for which she 300 colleges and universities have
married my wife"s daughter, and that eering.
French or German or both was famous even as Miss Nanc> Lang- enrolled in the College League for Almade my wife the mother-in-law of may also be included if desired.
fred E. Smith, Frank L. Polk, under
her father-in-law, my father became Qualifying in the language test in- horne of Albemarle county, Lady Secretary of State in the Wilson admy step-son. Then my step-mother, creases the probability of appoint- Astor brought enthusiastic cheers ministration and head of the league
from the students during her spirited
the daughter of my wife had a son, ment.
defense of youth, of women in affairs announces. Miss Gertrutie Ely, a
and that boy, of course, was my
Full
information
may
be
obtained
in
Ful1
and when
rtanCe trustee of Bryn Mawr, who is
rther
brother because he was my
nether
father's | from
^
"J*""
^d states
SS^SSl
• stressed the imp°zealoug
Clvll Serviee
charge
of
women's
activities
for
the
son, but he was also the son of my Commission, Washington, D. C, or of less boasting by over zealous league, reports the enrollment has
wife's step-daughter and therefore from the secretary of the United patriots.
"I am not in the least discouraged been heavy among college women.
her grandson, and that made me States Civil Service Board of ExamStudent members of the league are
grandfather of my step-brother. iners at the post office or customhouse about the youth of the world," Lady in many cases assisting county comAstor declared. "The old people are
Then my wife had a son, so my in any city.
mittees as speakers and workers, Mr.
always
saying that the young people
mother-in-law, step-sister of my son,
—Exchange
are going to the devil. Well—the old PolV says. Dwight Morrow, Jr., son
is also grandmother, because he is
of fhe Ambassador of Mexico, is actthe step-son's child; my father is (Continued from Page 1, Column U-) people ought to know. They've been ive in the Smith club at Amherst in
l>rother-in:law to my wife; I am the club for their thoughtfulfiess of the there themselves." Her last remark
helping Democratic committees in
brought tumultuous applause.
brother of my son, who is also the College girls.
In presenting Lady Astor for her Massachusetts.
•son of my step-mother; I am my. Miss Clara G. Turner, college dieThe league maintains a speakers'
mother's brother-in-law; my wife is titian, was presented with an attrac- degree, Dr. J. A. C. Chandler pointed
bureau, Mr. Polk points out, that is
her own child's aunt; my son is my tive gift, by the Rotarians, for her .out that in the 200 years of ' the ready to supply college rallies with
father's nephew, and I am my own help in making the district Rotary existence of William and Mary, speakers of national prominence.
grand-father.
dinner held here at the College a ^^JlT^ f^T «Z Clubs at all the big universities are
been awarded.
Only one other
"That's why I am here, sir."
week ago, a success.
planning rallies before Election Day.
woman ever received an honorary de—The Twig
Lelia Shipp, a Sophomore in the
gree. She was Kate Mason Rbller, (Continued from Page 5, Column 2.)
(Continued from Page 2, Column S.) College played many lovely selections the biographer of George Mason,
gele's High School takes the honor of
Though battered and bruised arfd sore, throughout the dinner. An enjoyable
Dr.
establishing
the first course.
This
song revery was given'by Earl Heat-" author of the Bill of Rights.
They blaze the path for the many, who
Chandler
stated
that
the
degree
was
school
began
its
instruction
in
jourwole which was quite delightful.
Do nothing not done before.
Astor for her nalism in 1914. The publication of
The whole affair was most enjoy- conferred upon Lafly
i» •
T5
"brn4jarvtj£oe*d(
fts
a "publicist the school is directed by Miss KatherThe things that haven't been done be- able and the students had.a most enknown
in
two
worlds."
arne Carr, who is a pioneer in this
tertaining time as guests of the Rofore
In
his
charming
manner,
John
field with a record of fifteen years to
tary Club, of this city, the guests inAre the tasks worth while today;
Stewart Bryan, vice-rector of the col- her credit.
cluded:
Mrs.
W.
B.
Varner,
Mrs.
SamAre you one of the flock that follows,
uel P. Duke, Miss Clara G. Turner, lege, during his introductory remarks,
or
paid tribute to the progressive record
Are you one that shall lead the way? Miss Rath, Ida Hicks, Ruth King, of Dr. Chandler in building up WilAre you one of the timid souls that Anna Charles, Kathryn Pace, Sarah
France Ralston, Nancy Sublett, Eve- liam and Mary from "a little strugquail
lyn Wilson, Julia Duke, Emily Duke, gling college to one of the greatest
At-the jeers of a doubting crew,
educational centers in America." He
Satisfaction Guaranteed
Or dare you, whether you win or fail, Mildred Henderson, Lulie Duke, Lucy
Jennings, Elizabeth Gillespie and sev- also extolled the generosity of John
Strike out for a goal that's new?
D. Rockefeller, Jr., and the work of
—Edgar A. Guest eral others.
(Continued from Page 1, Column 1.)
er was well known. She played with
the Symphony Orchestra a number of
times and later gave concerts at Symphony and Jordan Halls, attendance
records of which are yet to be equaled by any pianist with the exception
of Paderewski.
Leginska claims her greatest
achievement came three years ago
when she led the Munich Orchestra
in Germany. After her success as a
conductor was established she was
invited to be guest conductor of all
the great orchestras, of the world,
and now she has come to Boston and
has organized and successfully presented for the first time in history a
complete symphonic orchestra, every
chair of which is filled by a woman
musician—an orchestra with success
behind it and undoubtedly with many
years of success to come.
Leginska as soloist, composer and
conductor was decidedly equipped to
judge the membership of a great
orchestra the most (searching and

(Continued from Page 1, Column 3)
Juniors yet to come, a Senior dining
hall, shared by the Juniors, around
which memories and traditions are
already beginning to form.
The guests of the evening included:
President and Mrs. Samuel P. Duke,
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Varner, Dr. and
Mrs. Henry'A. Converse, Mr. and Mrs.
Raymond C. Dingledine and Billy
Dingledine, class mascot, Miss Margaret Hoffman, big sister of the Seniors, Miss Ruth S. Hudson, Mrs, Florence Milnes, Miss Mary R. Waples, Dr.
Walter J. Gifford, Dr. John W. Wayland, Mrs. Pearl P. Moody, Mary
Brown Allgood, Junior president, Delphine Hurst, Sophomore president and
Rose Hogge.

'DEP.MvIHENTSTOMi
"quality—always at a saving"

We Missed You!
GLAD YOU'RE BACK!
The

Old

Town

was sure

mighty lonesome without you!
Seems good to have you back!
Drop in and look at all the
things we've got to make life
at H. T. C. more comfortable.
Sweaters, caps, prom frocks and
"fixings" for your room! Same
old welcome! Same old Savings!
Harrisonburg's Busiest Store

Thompson's Academy and Saloi
of Beauty Culture
PERMANENT WAVE
Telephone 525-R , - "
GENTLEMAN OPERATOR
90 East Market St.
J. E. Thompson
Pauline C. Earman

HARRISONBURG, VA.

35 iu IS* — - 5 MM " * «■»-<*£ ft £*S£?E3SLf L»

VALLEY BOOK SHOP
Considered the Students'
Downtown Headquarters

COLLEGE LEAGUE FOR
ALFRED E. SMITH

Hess Studio

HOLE PROOF HOSE
GOSSARD CORSETS
FASHION PLATE SHOES
».

■

B.NEY&SONS

Shenandoah Valley's Greatest Department Store
Opposite Post Office

Harrisonburg, Virginia

The Dean Studio
(Operating nearly half century)

PHOTOGRAPHS
for every need

-.--

—

S. T. C.
JEWELERY

10^ OFF
On all merchandise in our
store to college girls
RINGS

PINS

NOVELTIES

D. C. DEVIER & SONS
On Right at S. E. Cor. C. Sq.

NICK & CO.
Cleaners
2 doors North of
Virginia Theatre
Modern Cleaning & Pressing
Expert Hat Cleaning of all kinds
Electric Shoe Repairing
Shoe Shine Parlor for Ladies
and Gents
Work called for and Delivered
Phone 265W Harrisonburg, Va.

DRESSES
COATS
MILLINERY

